
Heat-N-Breeze Helpful Hints: 

**  I prefer to mount it the furthest point away from my door. 

This air tends to be the most stagnant and easiest to warm. 

**  I have a thermometer in my houses. I have my units 

come on at 70-75 F for Breezer and slightly above MED for a winter temperature of 55-60F. 

** The open cell foam piece has two purposes. One, it helps seal the opening and from bugs. Two, it 

provides strain relief for the electrical cord. Again, place it on the back of the Hound Breezer and run the 

cord very carefully through the hole. 

**  If you prefer, you can drill a separate hole for the cord but still use the foam. 

**  It is advisable to place a bead of silicon around the edge of the exterior vent to prevent any leaks. 

**  In cold weather, loosen the two screws located at the bottom of the exterior vent. Remove the 

bug screen and replace it with the solid black plate.  This will prevent infiltration during the cold winter 

months. 

    Heat-N-Breeze Operating Instructions 

1) Install according to directions. 

For Heat:  Push the Heat toggle switch down.  Make sure the Vent toggle switch is up.  Turn the 

thermostat clockwise.  Most customers set their dial just past “MED”.  This setting will keep a well 

built, insulated house, that has a door, approximately 55F. Knowing the air temperature is very helpful 

when adjusting. Turning it a little further clockwise will make the house warmer. The unit draws 1.25 

amperes so it will easily run on any common home circuit.  I operate three on my 15 ampere circuit. 

For Vent:  Push the Vent toggle switch down, making sure the Heat toggle switch is up.  Turn the 

thermostat counter clockwise until the fan comes on.  Adjust accordingly. Knowing the air temperature 

is very helpful when adjusting.  The unit draws less than 20 watts.  If it stays on for one month, it will 

cost less than $2.00. 

Questions?  Please e-mail Mike at:  houndheater@gmail.com 
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